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The results of a washing machine leak will fill your home with water and dirty, gray suds that
can quickly cause water damage if left unattended for too long. The moisture from standing
water can promote harmful mildew or toxic mold growth within as little as 24 hours.
Water that seeps into the flooring and drywall may cause warping that can result in extensive
damage by weakening your home’s structural integrity.

Professional Water Damage Restoration
Commonly, a washing machine leak occurs during the wash or drain cycle as the pump drains
water from the interior tub. For help identifying the source of the leak and help in cleaning up
the water and repairing the resulting damage, trust the experts at Disaster Doctors. Our
technicians have extensive experience helping homeowners with washing machine leak
cleanup in Salt Lake City, UT. We employ the most advanced water extraction methods to
remove excess water and ensure the area is completely dry with leading-edge dehumidifiers.
Contact our professional washer leak water damage restoration specialists to limit the
resulting damage and avoid costly repairs. The experts at Disaster Doctors in Utah are on
call for homeowners across the Wasatch Front with our 24/7 emergency service.Our
courteous, trained, licensed and bonded technicians can be at your door in 60 minutes or less!
We will provide you with a free repair estimate and bill directly to your insurance company, so
you can get back to normal, as quickly as possible.

Water Damage Cleanup and Repairs
Clean-up and repairs caused by standing water from a washing machine leak should not
be delayed to prevent further structural destruction. Any delay may result in harmful mildew or
toxic mold growth. To ensure the safety of you, your family and your pets, it is important to
swiftly clean up the standing water and repair or replace damaged or warped flooring, watersoaked building materials, furnishing and household goods. Contact Disaster Doctors for a
free estimate for your customized water damage cleanup and repair service plan tailored to
your individual needs. We are here for youremergency restoration needs from water damage,
including:
Mold Growth
Weakened Flooring
Carpet Damage
Drywall Damage
Electrical Issues
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Professional Water Damage Restoration in Salt Lake City
Our water damage professionals atDisaster Doctors will take immediate action to extract
standing water and debris and repair damage as needed. The mess caused by a washing
machine leak needs to be addressed immediately to prevent costly structural repairs
caused by water or mold damage from standing water.Our certified, licensed, bonded and
insured techniciansdiligently adhere to IICRC S-500 and S-520 guidelines set forth for the
restoration industry. Our advanced restoration services include:
Extract settled water from the impacted areas.
Thoroughly Dry surface areas with drying methods like dehumidifying and direct
airflow.
Cleaning & disinfecting the affected areas to prevent contamination to other areas.
Eliminate and Prevent further mildew and mold growth to ensure the safety of all
occupants.
Restoration and repair of furnishings, flooring and structural damage.
Disposal of damaged and contaminated materials including furnishings, construction
materials and other items that cannot be restored.

Washing Machine Leak-Related Water Damage Repair in Utah
Serving homeowners from Lehi to Sandy and Midvale, Disaster Doctors are here for you
when you need us. We will assess the damage and begin immediate restoration
processes to help prevent further damage associated with your washing machine leak ensure
the safety of you, your family and your home. Contact us at 801-691-7139 for fast,
professional water damage cleanup and repair services in Utah.
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